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Abstract—This study explores the realistic illumination for
outdoor Augmented Reality environments and examines how
this realistic illumination can be achieved on a 3D object on
outdoor Augmented Reality environment concerning sun position
and its light intensity. For this purpose, we have utilized several
information sources that can be possibly acquired over a typical
Android mobile device. These sources include GPS, compass and
movement sensors of the mobile device as well as the Internet.
Using all these data, the current sun azimuth is calculated and the
outdoor light intensity is estimated for realistically illuminating
the synthetic objects placed over the real world view imagery on
real-time. We have tested the effectiveness of the proposed system
by comparing the views of a real object and its reconstructed 3D
replica.

Index Terms—Augmented Reality, Illumination, Realistic Ren-
dering, Shadows

I. INTRODUCTION

Realistic viewing is very important for Augmented Reality
(AR) applications. The feeling of realism can be increased
with the realistic illumination of the objects in applications.
A perceptible difference between the illumination of the real
environment and the synthetically placed objects disturbs the
seamless integration required for AR applications. To achieve
realistic illumination, lighting parameters such as light posi-
tions and intensities should be identified. In this study, we
aim to provide realistic illumination for the outdoor cases and
we need the following information: The direction of the Sun,
Sunlight intensity, and the illumination of the sky. GPS data
and compass on devices are used for finding Sun azimuth.
Equinox and tropic periods, geo-location of the user and
time information are used for calculating Sun direction. This
information - except equinox and tropic periods information
- is taken from online sources for achieving calculation of
Sun direction. Atmosphere thickness and exposure value of the
sky are calculated on Sky-Box material for providing realistic
illumination to the 3D application for rendering synthetic
objects. The device camera is used to capture the real world
view on which the renderings are applied. To fixate the 3D
object over a real-world position, an image target is used. To
assess the effectiveness of the proposed method, 3D model of
a real object is created with 3D Reconstruction methods and
this 3D model is observed with the calculated illumination
conditions while comparing it to the real object side by side.

This study enables realistic Augmented Reality experiences
for the users.

A. Related Works

There are several studies for outdoor Augmented Reality.
One of them is done by Seo et al. [1]. They describe RGB color
channel to handle the problem of color difference between real
object and virtual object when virtual light source is applied.
These RGB color channel is constituted by real light source
which is outdoor light source and it’s generated by analyzing
colors. After that, they reduce the this difference by applying
each RGB color channel to virtual light source. This research
gives an idea for optimising illumination on virtual object and
the study can give a addition idea for illumination of virtual
object for our research.

Another group of studies aims at providing realistic illu-
mination for indoor Augmented Reality. Grosch et al. [2]
investigates indoor Augmented Reality. Sun light creates in-
directional lighting in rooms and they measured indirect light
on room. This study add for indoor illumination idea and if
it is improved also as outdoor illumination, it will be more
useful. Another study related to indoor Augmented reality is
proposed by Jiddi et al. [3]. They present a new method for re-
alistic illumination of virtual object. Their algorithm provides
realistic shadows on the object and appropriate illumination.

Rohmer et al. [4] proposes a method for illumination of
virtual object on AR environment without delaying. Low
computational power of mobile devices causes difficulty in
calculating complex illumination in real-time. Their method
utilizes a stationary PC to decrease the computational load
on the mobile device. Eem et al. [5] study gives two method
for realistic illumination. One of them the methods is about
analyzing images captured from front-side camera of mobile
device and they can extract intensity and lightning direc-
tion.They used mobile sensor. This method can strengthen with
Rohmer’s study.

Erum et al.[6] presents a method which changes the material
appearance of an object and it provides a new property to
photo editing software.

Krononder et al.[7] presents a survey that includes esti-
mation of illumination of environment by using images and
videos. Also, Capturing of lighting in a real scene is included



on this study and they uses invasive measurements, such as
omnidirectional High Dynamic Range (HDR) images.

II. OUR APPROACH

A. Overview

In the proposed system, we aim to match real-world il-
lumination. Therefore, in addition to estimating the lighting
conditions of the real world, the device used to perform
AR visualization needs to be aware of its own state, i.e.,
information regarding the device’s self position and orientation
is crucial. To implement the above steps and obtain realistic
outdoor illumination, we have used the Unity 3D game engine
and Easy AR which is an AR software development kit (SDK)
for mobile devices and it can be used on Unity.

B. Locating the device

Device location is necessary for calculating the orientation
of the Sun according to the user. Also, weather conditions can
be queried from the Internet according to the geo-location of
the user. Geo-location is obtained in a straightforward manner
using the GPS service.

C. Identifying East Direction

Directions need to be decided concerning the device’s
location and orientation. For finding East direction, device’s
Compass is used. This can be done by using Location Service
System class on Unity which is for accessing Android devices’
location.

D. Calculating Elevation Angle of Sun

We obtain the Sun’s elevation angle on a specific parallel
in the Northern hemisphere. This calculation depends on a
geographic formula and includes equinox and tropic periods
as a parallel value. Tropic periods are Tropic of Cancer and
Capricorn. Change of Sun direction can be observed on 7
different periods for northern hemisphere which are:

• Between September and time of Capricorn Tropic
• Time of Capricorn Tropic,
• Between Time of Capricorn Tropic and time of March

Equinox,
• Time of March Equinox and Time of September Equinox,
• Between Time of March Equinox and time of Cancer

Tropic,
• Time of Cancer Tropic,
• Between Cancer Tropic and Time of April Equinox
Geographically, Sun direction is changing 1 degree for every

4 days. One degree of increase or decrease is applied according
to the current period of the time of observation which is one
of the mentioned periods above.

E. Calculation of Intensity

Firstly, the RGB values of every pixel on AR Camera frames
are read. Then the average luminosity value is calculated for
the entire image. Luminosity (L) is calculated from the red,
green, and blue channels of a pixel as follows:

L = 0.21∗Colorred+0.72∗Colorgreen+0.07∗Colorblue (1)

Finally, light intensity is estimated as follows:

Intensity = Laverage/100 (2)

F. Calculation of Sky’s Exposure
To calculate the sky’s exposure, a procedural Sky-Box ma-

terial is created in Unity. Exposure value is adjusted according
to the temperature and sky’s cloudiness rate which are obtained
from online sources. After that, based on our observations, the
exposure value is estimated with the following formula:

Exposure = (3/145.9f) ∗ (Temp) + 89.2f) (3)

where Temp is the current weather temperature at the device
location. This formula is adjusted considering the highest
air temperature (57°C) and lowest air temperature (-89.2°C)
measured in the world [8].

G. Calculation of Sky’s Atmosphere Thickness
Sky Box material’s atmosphere thickness is changed reg-

ularly concerning time of the day. Maximum atmosphere
thickness is empirically chosen as 2. After that, the atmosphere
thickness (AT ) is determined as follows for the morning times:

AT = (1/(TAfternoon − TEndofNight)) ∗ TDiff (4)

where Diff represents time passed after the end of night
time in seconds. In the afternoon, this calculation is used
instead:

AT = 1 + (1/(TEvening − TAfternoon)) ∗ TDiff (5)

where Diff is the time passed after midday in seconds.

H. Calculating Azimuth Angle of Sun
The azimuth of the Sun depends on the East direction and

the angle of the arrival of the sun. This position is calculate
with these formulas:

xrotation = 180− CurrentSunDirection
yrotation = East+ CurrentSunDirection
zrotation = 0

(6)

In addition we add 180o to the yrotation in the afternoon times.
Current Sun direction is calculated differences between morn-
ing and afternoon time of the day and differences between Sun
direction for morning time and Sun direction for afternoon
time until afternoon time. The increasing value of the Sun
direction is decided with this formula:

directiondiff = directionafternoon−directionmorning (7)

Timediff = Timeafternoon − Timemorning (8)

Increase = directiondiff/T imediff (9)

After afternoon time these equations are valid:

directiondifference = 175− directionafternoon (10)

Timedifference = Timeevening − Timeafternoon (11)

Increase = directiondifference/T imedifference (12)



III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the explained method, virtual sun direction is linked
with the current sun direction. Also, the exposure value of
the sky and the cloudiness rate of the sky, which affect the
brightness of an object, are adjusted. The proposed method is
evaluated by a side-by-side comparison of a real object and
its virtual replica. To achieve that, we have generated a 3D
model of the real object shown in Figures 1-5 using Structure
from Motion technique provided in VisualSFM tool[9].

Figures 1-5 show sample results over different hours and
environmental conditions. In each figure, the real object and
its virtual counterpart are shown side-by-side. There is a planar
virtual surface under the virtual object. This surface also
demonstrates the cast shadow of the virtual object. Ideally,
both objects should seem identical, which is difficult to achieve
in practice. Note that the virtual object has a texture, gener-
ated from the real photos. This texture inherently includes
dark/shaded parts as a result of the illumination and self-
shadowing of the real object. When the virtual objects are
rendered under the simulated lighting conditions, they get
additional shadows on top of the apparent shadows within the
textures. Thus, it is not actually possible to observe identical
virtual and real objects; however, improvement methods [10]
are proposed which can be employed. In Figures 1-5, top parts
of the images show the estimated sky view. Actual intensity
value is on the left of the scroll-bar on the picture. Measured
intensity value from pixels is on the right of the scroll-bar and
measured sun direction is above the measured intensity value.

As shown in the figures, the proposed method can success-
fully provide realistic lighting conditions. Light direction and
intensity fairly match the real object in outdoor environments.
There is still room for improvement though. White places on
camera view affect light intensity estimation negatively as they
cause a massive increase in intensity. Also, rendered shadow
quality can be improved.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

We have proposed a method for realistic illumination in
outdoor augmented reality applications. As demonstrated in
the Results part, the method performs fairly well and enables
rendering virtual objects to be illuminated similar to real
objects. Using realistic illumination is very significant for de-
veloping augmented reality applications where the additional
content is perceived as if they are part of the real environment.
The proposed study is an important step towards achieving
more effective AR applications.

Currently, light intensity estimations are partially based
on empirically determined formulas and constants. We are
planning to improve this part by a user study where man-
ually adjusted illumination parameters for various outdoor
environments will guide the system to automatically adjust
light parameters to match the sun intensity.

We are also planning to perform more detailed evaluations
and investigate how people perceive the provided illumination
and whether they can identify the real and virtual objects in a
controlled environment. Employing HDR imaging in this step

Fig. 1. Sample result 1

would also be helpful [11]. Another future direction can be
applying the proposed study for indoor environments also.
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Fig. 2. Sample result 2

Fig. 3. Sample result 3

Fig. 4. Sample result 4

Fig. 5. Sample result 5


